Prevalence of Anxiety and Depression with Psoriasis at a Tertiary Care Centre
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Abstract: Psoriasis is a chronic skin disorder with multisystem involvement. Musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, psychological, etc. A cross sectional study is done to know the prevalence of mood disorders in psoriatic patients. Many studies have been conducted regarding same topic with the results indicating higher prevalence of mood disorders with psoriasis. In that depression is found to be most prevalent. Patients diagnosed to have psoriasis attending dermatology department at Shimamogga Institute of Medical Sciences, Shivamogga were serially selected with their consent and the evaluation of the mood problems was done at department of psychiatry using Beck's depression inventory and Hamilton's anxiety scale to assess the prevalent mood status. The Results Though depression is common mood disorder in other studies, in our study anxiety found to be more prevalent. It needs replication.
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INTRODUCTION:
Psoriasis is a common genetically determined disease of the skin. Chronic disorders tend to have to have effect on the persons work, attitude and outcome of his activities. This in turn has an effect on his family and society also. The individual problems will lead to sufferings like decreased in self esteem, working ability affecting the financial outcome. Psychiatric illness with psoriasis reduces the quality of life. Psychiatric disorders are most commonly associated with psoriasis vulgaris type and psoriatic arthritis type. The distribution of anxiety and depression in the psoriatic patients are determined and their effects are matched with age and sex attending the dermatology Department at tertiary care centre (Mc Gann Teaching Hospital, Shivamogga).

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:
Psoriasis is a multisystem disease predominantly affects 2% of the population. The distribution of psychiatric disorders in psoriatic patients is as high as 70% [1]. Another study reveals 71.2% of patients of psoriasis with psychiatry problems and in that 17.5% were moody and 12.5% with anxiety [2]. National Psoriasis foundation reports 24% prevalence of depression among psoriatic patients [3]. Anxiety and depression always not associated with the extent of the disease. A study promises improvement in the mood disorders by reducing the severity of psoriasis [4]. A study conducted by university of Toronto has shown, the higher rate of psychiatric disorders associated with arthritis type. Study shows the combination of joint and skin disease increases the risk for depression [5, 6]. A Study shown higher risk of anxiety than depression in women than men in psoriatic arthritic patients [7]. In contrast another study showed higher rates of both anxiety and depression among females [8]. Our aim is to study prevalence of anxiety and depression in psoriasis. SSRI namely paroxetine, fluoxetine used in mood disorders among psoriatic patients showed improvement in psoriasis [9]. American medical association journal stated that one case of depression for every 39 patients with severe psoriasis and one case of anxiety for 123 psoriasis cases. A study shows drugs in the treatment of depression in psoriatic patient’s triggered psoriasis itself [10]. Multiple regression analysis was done, but did not show any influence of psychiatry problems with reference to distribution of psoriasis [11]. Psychological factors were much stronger determinants of disability with psoriasis than severity, location or duration of psoriasis [11].

MATERIAL AND METHODS
In our hospital a cross sectional study was done among patients with psoriasis attending the department of dermatology and screened for their prevalent mood
status with the onset of disorder. Patients of all age and sex were included, no bar on duration of illness. Consent was obtained from the patient prior to the study after briefing them about the procedure. Intervention was done only for psoriasis but not for psychological problems. Psychiatric intervention was considered for only patients who voluntarily opted for it. Inclusion criteria: Patients from all age. Not associated with any other skin disease. Exclusion criteria: patients known to have had skin illness before onset of psoriasis. Unwilling Patients Mental sub normality, substance use disorders, corticosteroid intake.

RESULTS
In this study, we found that Anxiety is more prevalent mood disorder. Mixed disorders were more prevalent than depression. Anxiety is more common in age group of 40-60 years. Mixed disorder is more common in 20-40 years.

| Table 1: Distribution of mood states in different ages |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | <20 YEARS | 20-40 YEARS | 40-60 YEARS | >60 YEARS |
| ANXIETY         | M        | F        | M        | F        | M        | F        | M        | F        |
|                  | NIL      | NIL      | 2        | 1        | 8        | 2        | 1        | NIL      |
| DEPRESSION      | NIL      | NIL      | 1        | 1        | 1        | 2        | NIL      | NIL      |
| MIXED DISORDER  | 1        | 1        | 4        | 1        | 2        | 1        | 3        | NIL      |

Fig-1: Percentage of distribution

Fig-2: Distribution of mood states

DISCUSSION
In major studies across the world it is shown that mood disorders are common than other psychiatric disorders in psoriatic patients. Study conducted in our tertiary care centre among 45 patients suffering from psoriasis of different types 32 of them were having mood disorders, that is 71.11% and 28.89% were normal with no psychological problems. Among them 14(43.75%) patients were suffering from anxiety, 13(40.62%) patients had mixed mood disorders, least is the depression where 5(15.62%) patients were suffering from it. Unlike all other studies depression is being more common than anxiety. But our study came up with the result that anxiety is more common than depression. Depression is found be even less prevalent than mixed anxiety and depression states.

CONCLUSION
Mood disorders especially anxiety is more prevalent in the cross sectional study done in this study. As this is a cross sectional study done in a
tertiary care centre, this needs further application at different centers. Ethical clearance has been obtained.
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